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ABSTRACT 

Plot is a preprocessor to the document formatting program~ nroff~ 

which makes it possible to include many kinds of plots, graphs, and 
drawings in a document directly, thereby eliminating the necessity, in 
many cases, for having such illustrations done externally. One also 
avo:tds the messy of making sure that nroff leaves enough room 
for these externally-done plots, pasting it dmvn and possibly unpasting 
it to move it elsewhere in the document. 

Instructions to are in a simple, easy-to-read graphics language 
designed specifically for this ication. If desired. the user has 
complete control over the size, posit 1 range and content of the 
plot. If a deal of ficity is not red, plot provides 
reasonable defaults for most parameters, thereby decreasing the number 
of required input statements. Plots are made using the full capabili
ties of the target terminal to a extent than nroff has done 
before. This abili however, limits it to use on certain hardcopy 
terminals. 

tUNIX is a Tradema:rk,of Bell Laboratories 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Plot translates a simple desc ion of a plot into a complex set of 
instructions to nroff and the ta terminal to produce that plot. 
Only those portions of the input docQment which are intended as plot 
descriptions are looked at and by the program; all of the 
:rest of the document is t through. Thus, is 
usable in a ine wit:h tbl and neqn. however, that 
because of an ithms employed in the program~ must be the 
first member of any such ine. To format a document containing 
input for both nroff and , therefore, a command like the following 
should be used: 

plot filename I neqn I tbl I nroff 

The syntax of a command from UNIX is as follows: 

plot [~s] [=T<terminal>] file ••• 

The ~s option is used when using the program on files which 
should not be formatted by nroff. This is primarily intended for those 
times when onl,X a plot is being run, but can be used anytime nroff for~ 

matting is not des:l.red. that when the ~s option is in effect, the 
".PS 11 and "• lines (see below) will not be printed. When the ~s 
option is used, it is not necessary to the output through any of 
neqn 9 tbl or nroff. A command like the will suffice: 

~s filename 

The ~T option is used to specify output for a terminal other than 
the aj832, which is the default. The only other terminal currently 
available is the dtc382. Output for the dtc is :requested with the com~ 

mand 

plot ~Tdtc file ••• 

For plot to vmrk, an 832 must be equipped with Ultraplot mode and 
a dtc382 with Superplot mode. If you are unsure as to whether your er~ 

minal is so pped, you should consult the service representative 
associated with your terminal. 

At the 
forms: 

time, nroff must be called with one of these two 

W'nen using an aj 832: nroff ~meeb 

When a dtc382: nroff ~T382cw~l2 ~meeb 

The 'ne\..raj' and '382cw~l2' drivers are the only ones currently on the 
BKY UNIX system which are usable with the program. Garbage output 
is with any other driver in use. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The -meeb macro-package is the only package which contains 
definitions of the ".PS" and ".PE" macros. If you would like to obtain 
copies of these definitions to add them to another macro-set, address 
mail to login-name 'beagu. Tite -meeb macro-package is, for the most 
part, upwardly-compatible with the -ms macro-package and most things 
that ran with -ms before, should also run with -meeb. Report any prob
lems to login-name 'beagu. 

A plot description in a document must be bounded by "• (Plot 
Start) and 11 .PE11 (Plot End) macros. Plot processes the intervening 
instructions but leaves the rest of the document unchanged. 

The syntax of the 11 .PS 11 command is as follows: 

.PS <x-width> <y-length> [<indent>) 

where <x-widih> and <y-length> are the desired dimensions of the logical 
view surface in inches, and <indent> is an optional parameter 
ing the indentation of the plot in inches from the current indent. If 
an <indent> is given and/or the <x-width> is longer than the current 
line-length, E£ checking or truncation is performed. If an <indent> is 
not given, the plot will be centered in the currently remaining line
length. 

NOTE that while <indent> may be given as a number register, both <x
width> and <y-length> must be literally, numbers (although not neces
sarily integers). 

The only other nroff command which may be used between the " and 
".PE" commands is ".so": 

.so <filename> Indicates that said file's contents are to be 
read and inserted at this point in the input. 
This is primarily used for modularity and to 
simplify the task of specifying several simi
lar or identical plots. 
NOTE that it is an error to end a plot 
tion inside a .so' ed file. A 11 .PEn 
occur within the original file. 
NOTE that a .so may not appear in the middle of 
a set or function definition. 
As many .sops as desired may appear in a plot 
description. They may also be nested up to five 
deep. 

*The terms 'logical view surfaceu and pviewpore are used in this docu
ment with the same meanings as in the GRAFPAC graphics system. Definl.~ 

tions and illustrations appear in the description of the viewport state
ment in Section II.B. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Within the bounds of a 11 .PS 11 ~ 11 ePEvv r 1 there are three main sections: 

1) ~ This is the place where the 
y coordinate axes 1 the methods of marking and 

the axes. etc. are to be specified. 

ranges 
label-

2) Defi,Eition This is the area in which data~ 
point~sets and functions are described. 

3) Wherein :!.t is specified which of the 
ects are to plotted~ in which plot=mode 1 and with 

which character or style of line. Also. any text ~mich is to be 
printed on the plot is herein mentioned. 
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II. THE AXES DEFINITION SECTION 

The range of x and y valuf!S for which a plot will be 
ied the statement The syntax is as follows: 

Examples: 

range :x2] [y,yl:y2] 

range x•-500:500 
range x~soo:~soo 
range 0: 10 

Y""-10:10 
Y""-10:10 

may be 

The first states that the x axis should extend from -500 on 
the left to 500 on the right. Simi 1 the y axis will extend from 
-10 at the bottom of the to 10 at the top. 

If 1 as in the second 1 the ranges for an axis are in reverse 
posii tive 

• the 
numerical order 1 then that ax:i.s will appear with the normal 
and ive directions also reversed • Thus 1 in the second 
x-axis vmuld have 500 as its lim:I t and -500 on the 

Ac> the third 
may be left off 
found at all, 

il.lustrates, either one or both of the ranges 

the rest of the plot desc 
to apply defaults in this and 

In this case~ or if no range statement is 
to determine 'good• values, based upon 

ion. A desc ion of the ithms used 
other statements is given ::tn Appendix D. 

The question arises as to when~ to draw the two axes crossing or 
meeting each other. The thm 1s used: 

1) If an axis covers a range 'tvh:ich includes the value 
zero, then that axis will be crossed at that point. 

2) If an axis covers a range which includes positive 
values~ then that axi.s will be crossed at whichever 
Emd represents the lm·lest value 

3) If an axis covers a range which includes only tve 
values~ then that axis will bt:o crossed at vihicheve:r 
end s the h:i. value. 

Examples of this thm in use appear on the pages. 
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.PS 3 2 
range x=~500:500 y~-10:10 
.PE 

.ps 3 2 
range x=~S00:-100 y~-10:10 
.PE 
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.ps 3 2 
ange x•l00:500 ya-10:0 

.PE 

.PS 3 2 
range x•-500:500 :10 
.PE 
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II B. 

allows the user to specify a within the view 
In this way~ the user has complete control, should it be 

desired, of the margins on all sides of the plot. The size of the 
viewport is given as a r of points~ representing the lower~left~ and 

corners of the viewport. The syntax is as follows: 

viewport (<xlowlft>, <ylowlft>) {<xuprght>, <yuprght>) 

The coordinate system to be used in a statement is based 
upon the size given for the logical view surface ). Plot considers 
the largest square which can fit into the logical view surface to have a 
side of 1 in the LVS coordinate system. Thus, if the ".PS 11 command for 
a plot description was 11 .PS 5 311 then a distance of 1 in the LVS 
coordinate system for that plot would be equivalent to three l.nches. If 
a margin of lh inch on all sides were desl.red, the viewport statement 
for the plot "Jould be 

viewport (.166~ .166) (1.5, .833) 

that the or in of the LVS coordinate system is l.n the 
hand corner of the logical view surface. 

NOTE also that if (and only H) no statement is 
will automatically adjust the boundaries to assure that any 
or numbering will appear within the logical view surface. 

lower~left~ 

found, 
axis~ labels 

* The size of the logical view surface is given on the 11 ·PS 11 command. 
See Sect:ion I. 
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ical view surface is the entire 
Note that it is five inches by thre~~ 

In the illustration below 1 the 
a. rea wi th:i.n the sol:l.d line. 
inches. the size given in the 
smaller sub~area within the 

" command. 'lne viewport is the 
ical view surface v1hich is bounded by the 

dotted line. Not that the axes stretch to the of the 
not the vie'tV' surface That is the definition of the 

The points whose coordinates are g:i.ven in the ~"'"·"'~~.:;... are marked 
the two ordered rs in the illustration. The of the cal 
View Surface coordinate is also marked. 

• . . . 
• . 

LVS Origin 

The Logieal View· Surfa:::e 

Viewport 

oPS 5 3 
(.166 •• 166) (1.5, .833) 

\ . 
) . . 

. . 
• . 
• • 
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rr.c. 

The X and y axes may each be marked and numbered at arbi :f.ncre~· 

ments to make the eas:Ie:r to read. The statement is used to 
The syntax is as speci f& and where each axis :ts to 

follows: 

b 

<axes> [ <incremc-mt 

<axes> is a one- or two~letter uwordv 
:referred to in thi statement. The 

and uxy'. 

the names of the axes 
possible values are • 

<inc:rement:> is an ional specifying how often the axis 
will be marked. If is ~ the axis will be marked 

every <increment> tmits. If no value is , the axis will be marked 
every J.nch. 

that if the value at the end of an axis is a mult of the 
zero~ if 
slightly 

<increment>, that pos:i.t:l.on will be marked. The value 
, is never marked. The ends may be marked by giving a 

wider range to that axis. For ~ given the statements 

range x~~soo:soo 
X 100 

the ends of the x-axis will 
ste.tements were used: 

be marked, whereas 1f the follo-vling 

range X'"''-510: 510 
X 100 

The opti.ons available on the statement are the following: 

no hash 

non umber 

left 

requests that no hash-marks (short perpendicular lines 
c the axis) be drawn for this axis. If :l.s not .;;;;,.;;;;.== 
specified~ then hash~marks and numbers (see belmv) 
will be printed !.!:.very <increment> units. 

requests that no numbers (represent the value of the axis 
at a certain point) will b printed for this axis. 

that if both 
..;:.:.;;.=~= 

that axis will appear 
could more easily be achieved 

statement at all. 

are for an axis, 
This same effect 

not including that 

fy '"here the numbers f'or the s will be printed 
The default (i.e. to the left or of the axis). 

1 



bottom 

LI THE AXES DEI<'INITION SECTION 

\<>ihen2 the numbet'S for th8 will 
above or belo\V axis) 0 Th<~ default 

es: xy 25 

x 10 nonmnber 
y 40 nohash 

y 30 nonumb no hash 

be printed 

If both axes to be marked :ln exac the same fashion~ the 
specification need be once~ as in the first e which 
state's that both axes are to be hashed and numlH"rE:d every 25 unHs0 If 
the are h marked :In di ffe;:ent fashions statement 
must appear for eaeh of the axes, as in the other 

Thf_; second sta tha.t x>-ax:is Trl:I 1 b hashed eve>:y 10 
md t but not rP.lrn.bered and that the y···axi 1s to be numbered every 40 
unH , not hashed 

The shiMS uumber of i pc:inb; e the 
ax:is ~ both and number exe occur~ but no :increment: is 

In such a case TrJill set the increment to whatever number 
of unHs will be scaled into an inch 0 

For the y~ax , no or number is to be done at all. That 
i say thEe s will be unmarked. 

a:re given, any :increment will 
• an unmarked can 

achieved not ~ '1 "j 
1ne1.l1Cc 
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8 

2 

-4 

-6 

-8 

.Ps s 3 
range x=-500:500 0:10 

x 100 nonumber 
y 2 nohash 

.PE 



Each axis n:u1y have a lab 
next to Th:is 
:l s follovls: 

label 

lab xy 

I o THE AXES DEFINITION SECTION 

b s function. written 
the of vJh1ch 

label x 11 Nmnb o 

that label 
justi ed 

aJJOVE the 
If a different 
used. desc 

also that the 
statement) 

lab 

nal. dot;s no clH?.C. 

:J P the 

y ~~Tirnt~ do la 

just Ed.ow the axis and 
fa the y-axis will be printed 
the 1 if necessary. 

1 the statement should be 
tement appears in Section IV.D.) 

ext to the 
the normal hor zontal the termi-

that the text given will 
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.ps s 3 

The Y~Axis 
I 

8 

6 

4 

2 

-2 

-4 

-6 

-8 

range x~-500:500 0:10 
marking x 100 nonumber 

y 2 nohash 
label x 11 The X·~·Axi 

label y nThe Y-Axis" 



II 

:ine 

The fi line; o 
t,vhich i followed 
the first charac 
<3.nd/or un.dii.'Tl 
nameo 

that the j 

cant~ ch'lracte:ts 

II" THE DATA A.ND FUNCTION DEFINT'TION SEC'I'ION 

defJni t t of 

definition hegins 
thfl name of the 

ints i ;.;;,s follows: 

wi tht': rd 
Set·~names hav~~ letter as 

an unbroke.n :d.es of er , :its 
ot:he charae ters may he imbedded in data=,r3et 

10 chan1c ers of a data·~set name are s:i fi 
ab1yve that l:im:i vdll be 

After the set·"name must be a colon followed 1:!. of orde:ced 
~;paces~ tabs the others, if desired, 

r may have embedded bhmks (e.g. after 
red 

1The extent: of a set defin:J.t on :is def:tned as all ordered pairs found 
betvreen the 

A set of ints will be ed if a statement 
appears for that set (See Section IV.B.) 

(t;S, 3) (21 9 21) ~ ~6) (0, 0) 
{89 80) • c~Sl) (0~ 2) (56, 1) 

deo~f:lne Another Set 0) 1 ~l) 1~ 0) (0~ ~1) (0. 0) 
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Functions may be defined in one of three fashions: 

1) J?y - The function is simple enough to be stated 
in a single FORTRAN expression. 

2) J?y ;;;.==~~~= 
to 
language. 

3) 

The function is defined in a fashion similar 
a FORTRAN function, using a small FORTRAN~like 

- The x and y coordinates are each governed 
tions based upon a common independent vari~ 

We will look at each alternative 

By far the simplest method of defining a function, the syntax is as 
follows: 

define, <function~name> "' <expression> ; 

A function~name consists of an identifier, which is a letter fol~ 

lowed by an unbroken string of letters, digits and/or underlines. The 
identifier is followed by a left parenthesis, the independent variable 
(~.;rh:ich must be either x or y), and a right parenthesis. The following 
axe all legal func t ion~,names: 

quad(x) s45 (y) left_hand~differential(x) f (y) 

NOTE~• hm.;rever, that only the first 10 characters of any identifier are 
significant. Thus, if a function left_hand_integral(y) existed in 
add it ion to all those above, an error would surely result, since it and 
left~hand~differential{x) have the same first 10 characterse 

have exactly the, same syntax as standard :FORTRAN expres
sions. They may continue over the ends of lines so long as no identif~ 

ier~ keJ¥7ord or constant is split up. The end of the expression is 
determined by the trail semicolon. 

The following mathematical functions may be used vlithout definition: 

s:in(x) 
cos(x) 
tan(x) 

atan(x) The standard trigonometric functions~ 
radians only. The returned value from 

• IT fl' 
in the range- 1~ atan(x) < 

these deal in 
atan(x) will be 



gamma 
sqrt 

I " THE DATA AND FUNCTION lJEfiNITH1N TION 

is the Both ( and 10 
return n<~g.gtj:ve number at x~O@ :is an 
error to of a nega ive number. 

abs The ., square root and ahsolute~value functions 
It s an error to take the square roo of a ive 

mod(x, y) 

floor ( 
ceil (x) 

numhe1~ 

Returns a value f, such that x 
and 0 < f < Y• 

floor (x) returns the la in 
Xo returns the smalh::st 
Xo 

+ f, where :i is an 

greater than 
not less them 

In addition 1 any user-defined func :ion may be used if its def:ini-
ti.on in the file. 

define cube(x) 

define ratic(y) • 5 * + 6 * y + 4; 

def :i.ne m sin s:i.n(20.5 * x); 

def:lne unl (x) .s + 1 * x + .4 * x**2; 

defJne power( 

define ty( 
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It is often the case that a function can not be stated as a single 
expression. In order to overcome this difficulty, a small, FORTRAN~like 
language called PLOTRAN has been created. Using PLOTRAN, it is possible 
to define almost all single~valued functions. An example of a function 
defined in PLOTRAN is as follows (The numbers in parentheses are for 
reference only and would not appear in a real definition): 

(1) define sample(x): 
(2) prod "" 1; 
(3) if (x < 0) go to 1 0; 
(4) for k""l to X' 9 

(5) prod * 2; 
(6) next k; 
(7) 20; 
(8) 10: for k""~l to x step ~1; 
(9) prod "' prod I 2' ' (1 0) next k; 

( 11) 20: sample prod; 
(12) end; 

Line (1) s to the define statement in a function~ 

definition by expression. In thJ.s case. however, r.ve do not have a sin~ 

expression, so we end the statement with a colon. 

Line (2) is an example of a PLOTRAN assignment statement. It com
putes a value from the expression on the right side of the equals sign 
and stores it in the variable named on the left side. 

PLOTRAN var:l.able names have exactly the same form as a data-point
set name, that is. a letter followed by an unbroken string of letters~ 
digits. and/or underlines0 NOTE that in PLOTRAN, as with data~point= 

sets, only the first 10 characters of a variable name are signHicant0 
More characters may be present~ but they will be ignored by the plot 
program. 

In any function definition, three variables have a special meaning 
to plot0 The independent variable ('x' in the example above) is set upon 
entry to the function The dependent variable, which is always the one 
of x or y which is not the independent variable (e.g. 'y' would be the 
dependent variable in the example above), and the variable which has the 
same name as the function (i.e. 'sample' in the example above) refer to 
the same space in memory. Thus if one of the two is changed, the other 
is, of course. also changed. 

NOTE that all variables other than the independent variable are set 
to zero upon en to the function. 
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the t:r 

end with a semicolon. 
line boundarie ~ so 

the "'~'"'=:~;;;, 
This feature 

as no constant 

on this and all sub 
t:, PLOTRAN statements must 
statement be carried over 

:rd o:r name i up. 

Line (3) illust tes the PLOTRAN f statement 
which :i.s as follows: 

he syntax of 

H( 

The 
the 
the usual comparison 
mEans 'not ' ) " and 

) 

ion> ) goto 

8 ( i ee. > 
the Bool 

> B 

statement may use 
9 I and **)9 

>~~ and <>~ 

s & (and) ( 

any of 
;:my of 

vJhich 
and ! 

will have the value (one) if value of the variable A is nutnf!riC·' 
the value 0 

compa:r:lson 
greater than that of the fable B. It will have 

(zero) othe:rw:t Th'i.B pa follm·md w:l th all of the 

In a s:tm:l raanner: the expr 

wl 1 the \talne 1 one) :lf 
( ze other1vi 
glves th~~ valu.:' 1 

'fhe ! (not) 
) if the 

A & B 

A and B nonzero and the value 0 
ied to an expression 

0 (zero) oth·,, 

Given th:ls set of rules we can now understand the s of the 
PLOTRAN statements 

When execut ug an the expression within 
the parenthese • If the value of is nonzero, then con-
trol 11 transf the tement the hrnctJ.on~def:tnit:l.on which 
has tht.~ number ven after the In the case of the f 
s in line (3), control \vould he transfe;:ed to line {8), since it 
has the label '10'. 

L:lnes (4) (6) demonstrate the PLOTR.AN construction. 
Thi.f3 :l.s used when a number of statt~ments are to be executed Sl'.Jveral 
time.s The syntax for the two statt'mlents is as follmvs: 
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for <variable> "' <expression> to 
OR 

for <variable> on> to 

next <variable> 

ession> <constant> 

Using the first form of the statement is exactly equivalent to 
using the second form with the <constant> equal to 1 (one). From this 
point on, we shall refer to that <constant> as the 'stepsize'. The 
effect of a pair is exactly as follows: 

1) The variable is assigned the value of the first expression• 

2) If the stepsize is positive and the value of the variable is 
greater than that of the second expression~ 0~ the stepsize is 
negative and the value of the variable is less than that of the 
second expression~ control will skip to the statement directly 
after the corresponding statement. 

3) All of the statements bet~·men the 
cuted. 

and the will be exe~ 

4) The value of the stepsize will be added to that of the variable 
and the result stored back in the variable. 

5) Steps 2) through 4) are repeated until the conditions stated in 
step 2) are met. 

Thus, the effect of lines (4) through (6) is to double the value of 
the variable prod 'x' times*, while that of lines (8) through (10) is to 
halve the value of prod the same number of times. 

The only lines left to be explained are (7) ~ (11) and 
(7) and (11) are, of course, examples of the PLOTRAN goto 
effect of which is to unconditionally transfer control to 
statement. Line (12) 1 the statement. does just that. 
trol reaches an statement execution halts and the 
dependent variable is returned from the function. 

(12). Unes 
statement, the 
the indicated 
Whenever con

value of the 

NOTE that only one statement may appear in any function and that it 
occur as the very last statement in the definition. The state-

ment is plot's only way of knmving when a function-definition is com
pleted. 

* Actually, the loop will be executed a number of times equal to the in-
teger part of PxvQ 



IIIo THE DATA AND FUNC'l'ION DEFINITION SECTION 

A summary of all PLOTRA,N stat<,;rnents and their syntax is given :l.n 
s and their relative Append:l.x B. .An of a11 I'LOTRPtN 

:l.s ix c. 

The following another e of a PLOTRAN function,~·def ini tion. 
Further may b found in the e Plot section 1 ix E. 

define root (y) 
:tf < 0) 40; 
oldrt ""2; 

10: new-rt "" rt + y I oldrt) I 2; 
H (oldrt 
:if (ne\•Jrt 

ne\vrt) o 20 
old le-6) goto 30; 

n].~rt ""'newrt; 
go to 1 0; 

20: if (oldrt newr < le-6) 30 
oldrt newrt; 

1 0; 
30: roo (y) ne¥7rt; 

99; 
4.0: root (y) 0; 
99: end; 
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A great number of functions (primarily, but not solely, those which 
are multiple-valued at some or all points) are not definable in either 
of the styles given above. To attempt to partially overcome this defi
ciency, the facility is given for defining a function parametrically. 
Such a def:fnition takes the following fonn: 

define <parametric-function-name> 
definition of x> 

<definition of 

Parametric-function-names are exactly 
except that the independent variable is ~~~ 

like other function-names, 
't'. The definitions of 

above, excepting the x and y are in either of the two forms 
'def:fne' keyword 9 which must be omitted. 

NOTE that the definitions of x and y each start a line. 

An example of a parametric funetion-defintion is as follows: 

define circle(t) : 
x"' 3 * cos(t); 
y 

IT, would produce a 
circle~ assuming that the increment were small enough. 

See Section IV.B. for an explanation of how parametric functions are 
plotted. 

-21-
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or 
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pnevent 
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• THE DRAHING SEC'l'JON 

t program will draw both coordinate axes 
this occurance 1 the 
follovJS: 

<axes> 

xy 
noplot x 

y 

statement must be 

asks that neither axis be drawn. Th:i does 
or labt~l requested will not be drawn" If 

in the axis-definition section 1 

there will be ob of the presence 
statement" 

e a;:;ks that the x~ax:l. not be d:rawn 1 and the third 
does the sanHc for the y-ax:i.s 

The program will of those functions and data-
point-sets that are The to draw appears 
in one of the forms 1 discussed below. 

A r to the point in a data-set appea s as follows: 

t 

<set-name> is the name of 
descr ion. <character is the print 

set defined earlier in the 
character that will bn used to 

plot the point in the set The default t character is a 

If a st line is desired connect the poJnts of a data-·set ~ 
this form of the statement should be used: 



IV. THE DRAWING SECTION 

plot connect <set~name> 

<set~name> is the name of a data~set defined earlier in the plot 
description. <line~type> specifie.s what kind of line should be used 
(i.e. solid 1 dotted. dashed. etc.). Line-types are defined more com
pletely in Section IV.B.S. 

NOTE that the points will be connected in the order in which they were 
specified in that set's statement. 

The request to plot a function appears as follows: 

plot <function~·name> [<range>] [<line-type>] 

<function~name> is the name of a function defined e.arlier in the 
plot description. NOTE that the indpendent variable given in the 
statement need not be the same as that given in the corresponding §efine 
statement. This allows a function to be plotted using either or both of 
x and y as the independent variable. as in the following sequence: 

define root(x) = sqrt(x); 
plot root(x) 
plot root(y) 

Ordinarily, a given function is plotted over the entire range of 
its independent variable. If this is not desired, a range for the 
independent variable may be given. The syntax of a range is exactly 
like that of the range statement (See Section II.A.), that is 1 

·variable> "" <begin> : <end> 

where the <variable> must be the same as the independent variable given 
earlier on the same line. An example of a plot statement using a range 
is as follows: 

root(x) X"'O:lOO 

<line~type> specifies what kind of line should be used when plot~ 

ting the function (i.e. solid, dotted, dashed, etc.). Line~types are 
defined more completely in Section IV.B.S. 

The request to draw a parametric funct:l.on is mueh l:f.ke that of a 
normal function. The syntax is as follows: 

plot <parametric~function~name> [ [dt,<increment>] [ <line~type] 



IV. THE DRA\AJING SECTlON 

parametr:lc~,fu:nction~nanH~> is the name of a ic function 
defined earl in the t descr ion. < is the range of values 
that t will take on dur the of the function (see below). 
The of a range specif:l.cation is exactly as given in Section 
IV. B • 3 • above 

<:increment> 1.s def:inr;d bclovlo 

f:Ies what kind of line should be used when plotting 
the function (i e. solid, dotted, dashed 1 etc.). s are defined 
more in Section IV •• s. 

When t a ic function, eert:ain ions 

1) If no range is the range will be that o the x-axis. 

2) The increment for the value of t (see b 
statement in the form 

dt""<increment> 

is given in the 

3) If no increment is 
on the x~axis which 
output terminal. 

, it will default to the smallest increment 
is representable, given the precision of the 

A ric funct:!on is ted 1n the manner: 

1) An J.nt:J.al value for t is found (see above). 

2) Using the definitions of x and y, a coordinate pair is constructed. 

3) The pen moves to this initial position. 

4) The value of t is incre.ased be one <:increment> and the new value 
cheeked to see if it exceeds the final valm~ given for t. If so~ 
the t coneluded 

5) A new coordinate j constructed us the new value of t. 

6) A line s dra.wn from the pen's current location to the 
position indicated the nev;; coo :rd :r. 

7) Lf) 6) a.re unt:l.l exceeds its limit. 
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There 
be drawn 

of lines available for functions to 
and To specify one of the stan~ 

dard types~ s give its name 
in that statement's syntax 

in the proper position on the line 9 as 
The default type is 

Users may also define their line·~types by specifying a string of 
at most 20 its enclosed in double quotes ("). The string will be 
read one digit at a time, interpreting the first d it as a count of 
increments the line with the pen down~ the second digit a count 
with pen up~ the th:ird dmm, etc. When reaches the end 
of the str ~ it will start at the For example: 

The string "5212n means that for the first 5 increments along 
will be printed). 

for 1 and up for 2 
, 5 down, 2 up, 1 

the line, the pen ~.;rill be down (i.e. 
For the next 2~ the pen Y.Yill be up, then down 
more. Then the will begin all over 
down 2 up, etc. 

that if a component of a user-defined line needs to be longer than 
9 inc.rements~ it should be spec:ified as a run of digits separated by 
zeroes~ as in "90906L;n which means 24 down~ 4 up, 24 down, 4 up, etc. 

A sample of various line-types is given below: 

This is the default, or ~solid~ line. 
~@m'l~~@®~~~~ This is a ~dashed' line, equivalent to 11 52". 
O@@Ofil® $@ G100eQ€1Q€>Oei3$ This is a pdotted' line, equivalent to "12 11

• 

~0~€1~0~ This line is defined as "931 
f0@@W@@®i\10®0GW€1@i!@® This line is defined as 11 3212". ___ .., 

This line is defined as "909064". 



OncE~ 

draw a 
follmvs: 

plot 
histogram 

<set~name> 

different formats 
are dra·wn 

Histograms a:n~ 

IV. THE DRAWING SEC'I'ION 

defined, those points may be used to 
The for such requests are as 

tical] 

are essenti 1n 
of each ar'"' given 

the is 

For histograms, each point in the data-set will eted as 
the r t~hand corner of ht ram~bar" The 
the second point in the to the left of the first. In this case, 
each point will be in as the left-hand corner of the bar. 

The \'l:idth of each b ~v:lll be 
befo 

to the x-distance between the 
The '"'idth o:E the very first bar will 

( i 0e. th<! x~distance between the first 
and the 

and second poin s). 

For bar 
co:rnc~r: of the 

width ls in 

one 
thE>. second 

(If 
as b 

eted as the 
each bar in the same 

bl:~<:m given then the 
:ln. the same scale as the x~axis.) 

If width is given in the tement the width of each bar 
will be 80% of the atanee bet\<7een the g:tven point and the previous 
one. The vJ:idth of the ve~~y f rst bar 'Vrill be to that of the 
SE,cond • 

For e:i hi rams or bar 1 

wh:i ch w:LU be used :in drmvlng the bars. 
exact as given for 1 in funct 

., a .L 

The 
may be specified 

syntax of such a request is 
lots 1 above. 
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.rs 4 4 
range x~O:lO y=O:lOO 
define Sample_hist : (1,30) (2,62) (3,4) (4,16) (5,63) (6,36) 

(7,84) (8,26) (9,51) (10,31) 
plot histogram Sample_hist 
.PE 



plot 
PE 

IV. THE DRAWING SEC'I'ION 

(30,1) (62,2) (4,3) 16~4) 3.5) (36,6) 
(84.7) (26,8) (51.9) (31~10) 
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rv.D. 

It is often the case that one needs to have text printed 
on the plot, be it labels for funct:i.ons, descriptions of the 

somewhere 
plot. etc. 
the The statement provides this facility. The syntax of 

statement is as follows: 

write ( <x> • 
write 1 ( <x> , 
vrr ite L ( <x> • 

) 
11<text> 11 

) "<text>" 
) "< 

The first form is used to specify a location in 
that your data is in. Either of the other forms may 
a location in LVS coordinates. (LVS coordinates are 
desc ion of the statement, Section II.B) 
are exactly choice is provided 
ence. 

the same system 
be used to specify 
explained in the 

The two LVS forms 
for user conveni-

NOTE that the character just before the '(• in the second form is a 
lowe:r~case letter 'L'. 
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Yet more text 

A s piece of text 

And more e text 

.Ps s 5 
range x=-10:10 y=-10:10 
write (2~ 2) 11A s e ece of text" 
write 1( 1,.8) more simple t 
wr :ite L (.55, 2) more text" 
.pE 

-30-
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rv.E. 

A legend, describing what each represents, can also be 
printed. The syntax for such a request is as follows: 

legend 
legend 

legend 
legend 
legend 

(<x>, 
l(<x>, 
L(<x>, 

(<x>, 
l(<x>,<y>) 
L ( <x> • ) 

'<string>' 
'<string>' 
'<str ' 

iption>" 
"<description>" 
"<description>" 

"<description>" 
"<description>" 
"<description> 11 

Each statement begins with a pair of coordinates (the syntax 
of which is exactly like that of the coordinates in the write stateme.nt) 
which specHy where this line will be placed. 

For lines, this 1.s followed by a presumably, but not 
necessar • the same type as one of the lines in the plot. Exactly one 
inch of this line type will be printed. 

For data~point sets, the coordinates are followed by a string, 
enclosed in quotes, which presumably lists the character(s) used 
to plot one or more data~point sets. The maximum length of this string 
is 12 characters. It will be printed left~justified in a 12-character 
field. 

In either case~ a one~line description of at most 50 characters fol~ 
lows, enclosed in double quotes. This description will be printed 1!4 
inch to the of the line or string. 
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' \ 
l 
t 
l 

' \ 
' \ 
' \ 
\ 

I 

I 
I 

I 

* 
--------""' A legend for a line 

Stars (*) A legend for a set of points 

.PS L; 4 
range x•-10:10 ya-10:10 
vievrport (0, .0833) (1,1) 
define Se One : (8,8) (2,&·9) (-3,-4) (-6,10) 
define Set~Two : (7,6) (-2,-6) (3,3) (9,-10) 
pJot connect Set One dashed 
plot Set Two 11*11

-

1(.3, 0416) dashed 11 A legend for a line" 
( 3,0) 'Stars (*)' "A legend for a set of points" 



A. SUMMARY OF PLOT STATEMENTS 

Section 

<PLOTRAN~function~definition> 

<parametr tion~name> 

(<x>~ 

l(<x>, 
L(<x> 

<definition of x> 
<defin:ltion of 

'<str 

ript 
"<desc :ript :!.on>" 
"<description>" 

scription>" 
ription>" 
r ion>" 



B. PLOTRAN SYNTAX 

B. 

In the follotving syntax equations, a modif:tcation of Backus Normal 
Form is used. The following punctuation conventions are followed: 

<term> A term enclosed in angle brackets represents the 
syntactic enti named the term. 

(anything] Anything enclosed 
nptional. 

in square brackets is 

anything ••• Anything followed by an elipsis may be repeated 
z 

{ 

2 Either one or the other of the choices may be 
used, but not both at once. 

ing} Anything enclosed in curly braces should be con~ 
si ·ered as a unit. 

Any word appearing without enclosing punctuation or any character 
other than the ones mentioned above should be used literally as given. 
A character mentioned above but appear in quotes loses its special 
mean and should be used as given, without the quotes. 

<function~definition> [<statement>] ••• <end~statement> 

<statement> : :"" [<label>] { <assigmnent~statement> 
I <if~statement> 

<end-·statement> ::"' [<label>] end 

<label> : : <un 

ement> .• <lvalue> 

I goto-statement> 
I <for~statement> 
I <next-statement> } 

<lvalue> identifier> [ ( <independent-variable> ) ] 

<if-statement if( goto <unsigned-integer> 

: :"" goto <un 

<for~statement> : :"" for <identifier> <expression> to 
<expression> [step <constant>] 

<next-statement> :'" next <identifJer> ; 
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<expression> <expr2> [ {"I" &} <expr2> ] e 0. 

<expr2> ::~ <simple~expr> [<relate~op> <simple~expr>] ••• 

<rela te~op> :: = <> < > >= 

<simple-expr> ::= [+ I -] <term> [ {+ I -}<term> ••• 

<term> '·' ,- <factor> [ {* I /} <factor> ] @ ® 0 

<factor> ::=<atom> [**<atom> 

<atom> ::g <unsigned-constant> 
<identifier> 

<function~call> 

( <expression> ) 
! <atom> 

<identifier> <letter> [ <letter> 
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C PLOTRAN OPERA.TORS AND PRECEDENCE: 

c 

This appendix is meant to serve as a reference when it is necessary 
to know exactly how the Pl.OTRAN operators behave what values they 
return and in what order expressions '"ill be evaluated. 

The fo :!.s e list of the PLOTRAN operators 
their relative 1 returned value and associativi Those 
operators nearer of the table have hi precedence and will be 
evaluated earlier in any expression. Those operators shovm on the 
same line have identical precedence and will evaluated to 
their associativi 
of evaluation. 

** 

& 

Parentheses may be used to 

zero 
X y 

nonzero, 



D. PLOT PROGRAM. DEF'AULTING ALGORITHMS 

In almost all of the plot program statements~ parameters or options 
may be left off by the user. This sect:l.on describes the actions taken 
by the program in each instance. If a parameter is not mentioned 
below, then it is an error to leave it off of the corresponding state~ 
ment. 

If no range for a variable is given, one of two things will occur: 

1) If any datasets were defined, the range of the variable in question 
will be the range of values present in the datasets. If that range 
is of zero width, the range of the variable will be expanded by one 
in each direction. 

2) If no datasets were defined, the range of that variable will be 
~1: 1. 

If only one ordered pair is given, the other pair will be assumed to 
have been (1, 1). 

If no pairs were given or no viewport statement appeared at all, 
values of xlowlft, ylowlft, etc. will be calculated which adjust for any 
axis~numbers or labels requested, so as to keep them within the logical 
view surface. 

If no <increment> is given, an increment equal to one inch will be 
assumed. 

or is given and marking of the y~axis is 
will occur on the ;;;;.;;;;;.=;;,;;;. 

If neither top or and marking of the x~ax:ls is 
requested, marking wi 

If no <character> is given 1 the points will be plotted with a plus 
('+'). 
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If no <line-type> is given, is assumed. 

If no 
will be used. 

If no 

is given, the entire range of the independent variable 
If no < is given 9 is assumed. 

<increment> is given, 
, the range of the x-axis will be used. If no 

the smallest increment on the x~axis, given the 
terminal, will be used. precision of the 

If no 

If no 
keyword is 
<width> is 

point, the 

is given, :is assumed. 

is i assumed. Unless 
given, the barg will he drawn hori 

, tbe width will be 80% of the stance 
between the first and second points. If there is no second 
width will be equal to lf2 inch. 



Eo SAMJ?LE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

On this and the following pages are printed a number of examples of 
use of the program. Among them it is hoped that an example appears 
for most common situations. Every feature described above is ill us·~ 
trated at least once in e ther the s \vhich follow or the examples in 
the text above. 

This document and all e plots were produced on an AJ~832 termi~ 
nal. 'The horizontal precision is 60 increments to the inch. The verti 
cal precision is 48 increments to the inch. 

---------------------11---------------------
The plot on the title page of this document, reproduced below, was 

ed wi tb the fol 

• PS 3 3 
range x~-3:3 :3 
define Li ous(t): 

x ~ 3 * cos(2*t); 
y 3 * cos(3*t + 2); 

plot Li ous(t) t=0:6.3 dt•.02 

Notice the value for dt in the statement. A relatively 
Bmall value such as • 02 vd.ll one a smooth curve • An example of 
what the output looks like for a value of dt which is probably too large 
appears on the next page. 



E. SAMPLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

• PS 3 3 
range x•-3:3 :3 
define Li ous(t): 

PE 

x "':. 3 * cos(2~~t) 
y 
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* 

* 

I I 
~75.0 

I 
~5o.o ~2 5. 0 

* 

PS 5. 5 6 0 
range x~~lOO:lOO y~~lO:lO 
marking x 25.0 
marking y 1.5 left 

g.o~ 

7.5 ~ 

6.0 

4.5-

-~4. 5 

* 

* 

* I 
25.0 

* 

I 
50.0 

I 
75.0 

define Te t : (-75,2.5) (25,-9) (50 1 1.3) (10,9) (-20.-7.5) 5 1 -1.5) 
(75.-4.5) (~50,1.5) (-32.-5.2) (25 •• 5) (-66, 7.5) 
(100,1.5) (0,-9) (-100,1.5) (7,7) (75,1.5) (-50,6) (0,1.5) 
(25,~10) (0,0) 

plot Test_~Set 11 *" 
noplot xy 
.PE 

Note that there was no centering performed due to the zero third 
argument on the 10 .PS" command. 
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Efficiency of em 

PS 6 4 

+ 
+ 

range x•-65:65 ym0:7 
X 10 

+ 

+ 

+ 

label x HOuts:lde (\( 
label y "Efficiency of System" 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + 
+ +. 

define Sampl s : (~60.5 1) 2 9 .6) (~49~ 8) (~-47, 1.25) (~42, 1.65) 
(·-40.5,1.25) (-·38.5,2.1) (~31,1.15) (~29,1.55) (~27,2.2) 

(-21,1.75) (-19.5.2.95) (-15.5,2.25) (~14.5,2.97) (-8,2-3) 
,2.8) (-10,3.65) (6,3.8) (11,3.1) (14,3.5) (16,4.4) 

(20, 3. 3) (25. 5, 4. 7) 9 5 1) (30, 3. 9) (32, 3. 25) (33, 4. 4) 
(38,3.8) 1,3.5) (44,5 8) (45 4.8) (53,5.9) (54 5.1) 
(61,5.4) (63,6.7) 

define Linear : (65, 6) 
Sampl s 

plot connect Linear 
.PE 

5 • 5) 

+ 
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___ ......,. __ 
.ps 6 6 
define heptagon: (0 9 15) (9~11) (11~2) (5~~5) (~5,~5) (~11,2) (~9,11) (0,15) 
plot connect heptagon "909064" 
plot heptagon 
.PE 



.PS 6 6 

define 

PE 

(0~15) (11,2) 
(~9~11) (11~2) 

eonnect 
xy 

: l /; 

E" SAMPLE PLOTS Al'·:rD DESCRIPTIONS 

(9.11) (11.2) (5,~5) 

,11) .11) (5,-5) 
(9.11) ,~5) ,15) 

dashed 

.~·5) 1,2) ,11) 
11,2) (0,15) (5.~5) 

Note that if s of a lie outside the rt, will not 
be printed. That part of the vJhich w:!.thin the boundaries of the 
viev~ort will appear unaffected. 
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l c 
\ 
\ 
\ 

' l 
' 

This plot produced April 2, 1980 
c I c 

A thru C Three sample Data-point sets 
The default, or 'solid' line 
Line obtained with 'dotted' keyword 
Line obtained with 'dashed' keyword 
Line obtained with line-type "9313" 

• PS ~· 3 4 3 
range x~-2:10 y=-6:6 
viewport ( 0, 2) ( 1 , 1) 
define a (5,0) (10,~4) 

d ef in e b ( ~ , 4 ) ( ~ 2 , l ) 
define c (~1,6) (1,~6) 

define d (-2,-6) (3, 5) 
define setA (1,3) (8,~lr) (~1,-l) 

define setB: (-1,3) (5,-3) (l,-1) 
define setC : (1,-3) (!+,5) (7,Li.5) 
plot connect a solid 
plot connect b dotted 
plot connect c dashed 
plot connect d "9313n 

ot setA A 
plot setB B 
plot setC C 

"Three sample Data-point sets 11 

"The default, or 'solid' line" 
"Line obtained with 'dotted' keyword" 
"Line obtained with 'dashed' keyword 11 

11 Line obtained with line-type \"9313\' 111 

legend 1(0,.133) 'A thru c• 
legend 1(0,.1) solid 
legend 1(0,.066) dotted 
legend 1(0,.033) dashed 
legend 1(0,0) 11 9313" 
write 1 (2. 5, 5. 5) "This 
.PE 

plot produced \*(DY" 
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' \ 

.PS 6 6 
range xa-6.5:1.5 0:50 
marking x l top 
marking y left 10 
define cubic(x) "" 15 + 9*x + 6*x**2 + x**3; 
define diff(x) = 9 + 12*x + 3*x**2; 
define points (~6,~39) ,·~5) (-4, 11) (-·3,15) ,13) 

(-1.11) (0,15) (1,31) (2,65) 
plot cubic(x) 
plot diff(x) dashed x•-5.9:1.5 

points ''X" 
legend (·~6.3, 47) solid ''f(x)=l5+9x+6x\u2\d+x\u3\d" 

.3 43.5) dashed "f'(x).,9+12x+3x\u2\d" 
PE 

1 



E. SAMPLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

• 8 

~. 

~. ·. . . 
~. 

. • . . 
~. 

. • 

. . 
0 . 
• • . . . . . . . 

\ 
\ 

0@()@iiHil@f}fiHH}$€Htl0<l)€100@ y· cos(x) 
sin(x) ®ID~®!ie®ro~~®l!&I$.'W®9 y 

.ps s 3 
range x=O:l3 
viewport (0.0833~ .166) (1.666, 1) 
marking x 1. 57 nonumber 
marking y .2 left 
define f(x) = sin(x); 
define g(x) ~ cos(x); 
plot f(x) x~O:l2.56 dashed 
plot g(x) x~O:l2.56 dotted 
legend L(0~.0555) dashed "y sin(x)" 
legend L(O, .1111) dotted "y ~ cos(x) 11 

.PE 
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E SAMPLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

. 
0 . . . . . . . . . 

• . 
• . 
I . 
I 

PS 3 3 1 
range x•-1:1 :1 

xy • 2 no numb e:r 

define cl(x) sqrt(l - x**2); 
define c2(x) • -cl(x); 
define center : (O.O) 
plot cl(x) dotted 

ot c2 ) 313" 
center 

noplot xy 
.PE 

Notice the definition of c2(x) which includes a reference to an 
earlier-defined function~ cl (x). A function-definition may always 
reference to a defined user funct:lon. In fact 9 a function 
may even be recursive (i.e. reference itself) as in the next example. 



E. SAt4PLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

Non-recursive pseudo r(x) 

Recursive pseudo r(x) 

True i'"'(x) 

20 



E S.A.MPLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

• PS L1 5 
range X""0:.5 Y""O:lOO 

y 20 
define factorl(x) : 

prod l; 
10: f (x 1) goto 99; 

* x; 
X '"' X 1; 

10; 
99: factorl 

end; 
define factor2(x) 

H (x <"" 1) 
factor2 x * 
goto 99 

10: facto:r2 
99: end 

J. 0; 
faetor2(x 

define factor3 "" gamma 
plot factorl x~0:3.5 solid 

faCt 0 r 2 (X) xc' 3 e 5: 5 11 1 2 52" 
ot faetor3(x) dotted 

1) ; 

legend (.2~95) solid nNon~recu:rsive pseudo \(*G(x)" 
( 2~90) "1252" 11Recursive pseudo \(*G(x) 11 

(.2,85) dotted \(*G(x)" 
PE 



E. SAMPLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

I 

.ps 5 6 
range x•-8.1:6 y=-80:80 
define points : (-7,-53) (-6 9 21) (-5 9 63) (-4,79) (-3,75) (-2~57) 

(-1,31) (0,3) (l,-21) (2,-35) (3,-33) (4.-9) 
(5,43) 

define function(x) • x**3 + 2*x**2 - 27*x + 3; 
plot histogram points dashed 
plot function(x) 
noplot y 
.PE 



E. SAMPLE PLOTS AND DESGRIPTIONS 

10 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

• PS !1, Lf 

range x""lO.S: 0 y=O: 100 

define 

plot 
.PE 

x 1 nohash 
y 10 

(0.6,30) (1.6,62) (2.6,4) (3.6,16) (4.6,63) (5.6,36) 
(6.6,84) (7.6,26) (8.6,51) (9.6,31) 

width~.8 vertical 



E SAMP~LE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

Mommy/Daddy Sedative Set 

Batteries 

250 500 750 1000 
Toyz Inc. Net Profits (in thousands of dollars) 

.rs 6 4 
range x•O:l010 yaO:lO 

X 250 
label x Inc" Net Profits (in thousands of dollars)" 
define gross~profit 94~ 1) (28Lf, 2) (450, 3) (374, 4) (603, 5) 

(195,6) (320,7) (876,8) (259,9) (537,10) 
plot gro it 
write (25, .5) 11Little Messie Juvie-Doll" 
\vTite (25, 1.5) "Flamable Firetruck" 
write (25,2.5) Old~Fashioned Bouncey Ball" 
write (25,3.5) "G.r. Johnny B. Goode" 
write. (25, L}. 5) ficient Dollhouse" 
vrrite (25 5.5) 
write (25,6.5) 
write ( 2 5, 7. 5) "Junior 
wr:ite (25,8 5) 
\vrite (25 9 9.5) 
.PE 

Sedative Set" 

~53-

Kit" 



Eo SAMPLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

By Ken Revzan, LBL 



E. SP.M.PLE PLOTS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

.ps 6 6 
range x•-9:9 :9 
define alpha(x) m 12 * x; 
define rosette (t) 

X : 

terml "" (5 ~\ 

tenn2 "" 3 si.n ( 
(t)) 4) * cos(t); 

(t)) * sin(t); 
x = terml + term2; 
end; 

y ""' -(5 * cos( (t)) ~ 4) * sin(t) + 

plot rosette (t) tm0:6.3 dt•.003 
1iJTite 1(0,0) 11 By Ke.n Revzan, LBV' 
noplot xy 
.PE 

3 * si.n(alpha(t)) * cos(t); 






